
POST PLAY 

 

MENTAL APPROACH TO BECOMING A POST THREAT 

1. Aggressiveness 

2. Like contact 

3. Desire to want the ball 

4. Desire to want to score 

5. Strong communication skill Verbal and non-verbal 

6. Willingness to condition  

7. “Blue collar” work ethic 

8. Shoot 70% from free throw line. 

9. Compete with out fear of turnovers 

10.  Understand impact of position 

11.  Take criticism offensively- to his advantage 

12.   Understand responsibility of maintaining team play 

13.  Respect for the game 

 

GETTING YOURSELF OPEN/ RECEIVING THE BALL 

1. If away from the ball, utilize the V-cut 

2. If ball side- If defense is high , go higher 

                         If defense is low, go lower 

3. Timing—making movement when the ball can see you.  Other times having the 

patience to let the ball come to you. 

4. Winning the foot fight—Stepping and sealing, understanding importance eof the seal 

5. If the defense is playing behind and a knee or leg is pushing , learn to sit on the thigh 

6. Maintain seals by keeping your head in the middle of your stance and making your 

feet grab the floor 

7. Make your post stance presentable—Big Goal post “elbow extensions of your 

shoulders” 

8. Make your jersey numbers maintain vision with the ball, otherwise don’t expect a 

pass to be made 

9. If the defense full fronts, seal outside the lane for the lob— 

10. If the defense plays low, seal low for feed from the top 

11. A good post player cannot guard by a single individual. Post players must force teams 

to stunt and double down. Then rotations occur within a defense, which means better 

offensive rebounding. 

12. The most a post player is ever going to be open is when he has the ball. 

13. Be hard to guard, be a threat, and compete with your team. 

 

RECEIVE THE BALL SAFELY 

1. Come to the ball 

2. Catch with both feet in the air—can use either foot as a pivot foot 

3. Chin the ball 

4. Read the defense—Look weak side every time 

                                     Know if you are double-teamed 

Develop a feel for receiving the ball with contact 



Develop “sweet” or “prime” spots for operation.  

Become and operational post player and not a “thug” player. 

There is a time and a place to be physical, understand those times. 

                                        

POST MOVES 

Principles 

a. Look to score unless you are double-teamed. 

b. Shoot closer to the basket then when you received the ball. 

Work to get a “piece of the paint.” 

c. Use the glass on all power moves. 

d. Keep your back straight and head up when making a move. 

e. If you catch with at least one foot in the paint, don’t dribble. 

f. If you receive the ball and your are off balance give a quick fake (shot or ball, 

pass) and pass out. After passing the ball out REPOST. 

 

BASIC MOVES 

a. Baseline drop step power move –Step dribbling hop—toes and shoulders to the 

baseline. Mental note – head lower than when you received the ball, head lower on 

the move. 

b. Drop step to the middle 

c. Baseline turn around jumper off the glass 

d. Face lift and step through 

e. Add a shot fake and  body fake to each of the first three moves 

  The best post moves are the moves are not moves at all but rather “Go” moves. A go 

move would be characterized as moves that is a catch and go directly to the basket for 

a score with one or no dribbles. Examples: Lob dunk, lob catch and lay- up, seal and 

catch for a lay-up, down/back screen and open up for a score.  

 

Great post players will change their rhythm---Catch and go—Catch, look and go—

Catch look and go opposite.  

 

FEED THE POST SEQUENCE 

1. Dribble  down and feed – Post Shot—Perimeter Drag cut to the elbow 

2. Dribble down and feed – Post pass out to perimeter to elbow. (Ball fake on the 

drag cut.) 

3. Take the ball off the baseline--- out of bounds play, also Vs the Zone 

4. Stack, pass to the wing and feed 

5. Stack, loop, Feed on top—Seal low 

6. Take it off the top and skip opposite – Screen in and post 

      

 

SETTING AND USING SCREENS 

1.Setting a down screen 

A. Proper angle—back to the ball(back to the corner on a flare screen) 

B. Call name of receiver 

C. Make  yourself big—Feet wide , Knees inside feet, hands up and ready 



2. Using the screen--- more important than how you set the screen. 

A. Set the defense up—V cut 

B. Wait for the screen, better to be late than too soon 

C. Touch the screen—head to hip, curl pull, reposition(pull, push, bump, soft curl , 

hard curl) 

D. Read the defense—one man removed, switch, bump, chase, slip. 

3. Four basic cuts off the down screen 

A. Pop up or pop out---defense goes straight into the screen 

B. Curl—Defense follows---Good for post players 

C. Back cut—Take the defense higher—fist signal and a back cut---Screen should 

change his angle of back to ball to back to rim. 

D. Flare—Defense is away and sliding through—Receiver pushes away from the 

screen, redirecting the screener. 

4. Back screen—Proper angle’s back to the basket 

5. Move after you screen. 

 

AFTER SCREEN OPTIONS 

1. Down pin – open up—catch 

2. Back pick – open up—catch become operational or re-screen(down) 

3. Post-to-post – look to seal and get a piece of the paint (spin out away from the 

defense to set the screen.) 

4. Down pin in the middle of the key from the top of the key—hard pivot – rear end 

to defenders waist—seal(get a piece of the paint) 

5. Stack—slide seal with a defender side reverse pivot. 

6. On ball screen 

A. Post lane side to baseline corner--- pop and run the baseline 

B. Elbow to baseline corner— seal, slip, pop or pop and go, slip and pop. 

C. Elbow to wing—straddle the elbow extended-- seal, slip, pop or pop and go, 

slip and pop. 

D. Elbow to top of key—make sure to allow for three ways in which to set the on 

ball screen—1. Back to sideline 2. Back to baseline corner 3. Back to ½ court 

corner. Sternum on shoulder of defender. -- Seal, slip, pop or pop and go, slip 

and pop. 

E. Developing angles—Understanding how the defense will play the screen and 

roll 

--On ball defender--- --                         Off ball defender--- 

1. Over the top                                       hedge 

2. Trails the dribble                                angle push until recovery 

3. Change stance and force baseline      sag in the paint 

4. Switch                                                switch 

5. Slides under                                       gives room to go under 

6. Slides under both                               Bodies the screener 

 

 

 

 



TRANSITION OFFENSE 

1. First post player down goes to ball side block to post. Post players need to be 

aware of vacating the post area if a wing hit ahead leads to a possible 

penetrating drive.  

A. Post player should be able to go block to block in 4 seconds 

B. Post players should visualize the route that they are going to run and make that 

route as straight as possible. Running down the middle of the floor and then 

going strong side block. 

C. Post above the block even if your route makes you over run. Make the defense 

guard real estate on the court with unmatched players.  

D. Seal anyone around you. Work to go initiate contact--- Make sure to show a 

hand target. 

2. Second post player is the trailer--- Usually the player that rebounded or 

inbounded the ball.  

A. Make safe outlet pass. Efficiency and accuracy over quickness. 

B. First responsibility is to be a defensive safety. Cover your passes on the outlets 

and see your angles as you trail. 

C. Vocalize—Middle, Right or left 

D. Run to a specific spot as dictated by where the ball is and what the pattern or 

“Early offense” pattern demands. 

1. Ball spot                          Trailer spot 

    Wing                                 Trail to top of key, replace point if he cuts through 

    Wing                                  set a screen and roll 

    “X” spot                           other “X” spot 

    “X” spot                            opposite elbow 

   Dribble over                       opposite low block 

  Skip from wing                  opposite  low block 

  High “X”                            look for reversal at top of key(operational) 

E. Catch the ball with hands up and feet under you. If a defender is in front of you 

and trying to pressure give an outside hand target. (operational) 

F. Trailer may—Shoot if open and in range 

Feed post inside 

Swing the ball 

3. HIGH—LOW POST 

A. When the trailer or high post gets the ball, the low post can make a “V” cut, Duck 

In, Reverse seal move, Flash post. 

B. On the Flash post cut step low, then step high and seal.  Use of the reverse pivot 

may also be used. 

C. Use an air pass whenever possible when going from high to low. Know the 

strengths of receiving of the other post players. That will dictate your passing 

approach. 

 

POST DEFENSE 

1. Four ways to play the post 

A. Play on the high side  

B. Play behind 



C. Bottom side 

D. Full front 

2. High side ½ and ½ --- 

   A. If the ball is above the foul line extended and the post is posting at the block or 1
st
 

marker  

B. Play behind--- 

1. Post player is not a threat 

2. Post player is defended by a sagging wing 

3. Post player is being trapped 

4. Post player is only effective on one side of the floor and this side is his weak 

side 

D. Full Front— 

1. Post player is being defended by a taller player 

2. Post player has poor hands on the lob 

3. Post player has poor jumping ability 

4. Post player does not repost well. 

E. Constants— 

1. Ball above the foul line --- Play on the line and up the line and create and 

maintain a gap. 

2. Ball below the foul line – Front— ½ and ½ using either the “X” step out or the 

bear hug also head in stomach. Taking good looks and angles away from the 

post offense. Play as big as possible and show your hands as much as possible. 

3. Hands up, feet wide, knees bent, feel the offense player with rear end and arm 

bars--. Eliminate foot battles.    

 

REBOUNDING 

Basketball has many components in a game that are over used and hurt the game as 

well as a team. Players can dribble too much, players can shoot too much and 

players can pass too much. Players can never rebound too much. Rebounding 

makes up for many mistakes in a game.  

1. Every shot is reboundable. 

2. Offensive rebounding 

A. No bad second shots 

B. Go to the boards every time unless noted different by transition defense 

responsibilities 

1. If you are shooting any shot outside of 15 feet get back on defense. 

   The reason being is that 9 times out of 10 you will over run the miss and become a 

liability on defense. Make sure as not to over run the ball. Post players need to know 

where their range is and understand what a high percentage shot is. 

2. Learn how to use various techniques when going after the ball. Spin 

move, swim move and push.  

3. Getting to the weak side spot, understand 60-70 percent of base line shots 

go long. 

4. Get inside the defender 

If you can’t get inside get even 

If you can’t do the first two push him deeper. 



When he does get the board, don’t jam the ball unless told to do sot, get 

back to defend. 

Be a rebounding threat on the free throw line, don’t succumb to the free 

throw rebounding responsibilities. 

Anticipate your route and the missed shot. 

 

DEFENSIVE REBOUNDING 

Block out—“Contact is your most important product” 

Move with a big body. As your head goes up to find the ball keep moving your 

feet. Some layers have a problem of ball watching and not feet moving.  

A. Rebound with two hands—find the protect area and become 

operational not static 

B. Go up small and come down big. 

C. The desire to be a great rebounder is more important than the technique 

of a great rebounder.  

A PLAYER CANNOT BE CONSIDERED A GREAT POST PLAYER UNLESS 

HE IS A GREAT REBOUNDER. 

 

 

 

 

DRILLS FOR QUICKNESS AND FOOTWORK 

Mikan Drill 

Reverse Mikans 

Slide—back pedal---score 

Continuos go moves---Power moves 

 

ZONE ATTACK 

1. A good post player will almost force the other teams to play zone. 

2. Beat the zone down the floor and find someone to seal in the paint. 

3. Start behind the zone – make the zone stretch. 

4. Find an area to post. 

5. Always try to seal someone – don’t just run to open areas---unless the zone 

motion calls for it. 

6. Seal out--- Seal the wing out--- Seal the center out after a front 

7. Step out on the baseline--- Use especially when the ball is dribbled off the 

baseline. 

8. Screen the wing in for a skip pass when the ball is opposite.  

9. Make consecutive cuts—When one post vacates an area the other post fills.  If 

a wing flashes to the middle, the post should pull to his range along the 

baseline if the flash occurred on his side. 

10. Center screen – After the skip pass, find the center and screen for the other post 

to come low. 

11. Flash into gaps—Look for openings in the high post—Flash to relieve 

pressure---be alert to help 

12. When the ball goes on top, flash cut, duck in or muscle cut. 



13. Try to establish a two on one weak side advantage when the ball is shot. 

 

 POST PLAY 

7 ATTRIBUTES FOR POSTING FOR PURPOSE 

1. Head  

2. Heart—wants to post: like contact  

3. Hands—always improve 

4. Feet—Know what feet are doing---being quick but also efficient 

5. Ability to shoot – 15 -17 

6. Shot selection 

7. Ball efficiency 

 

MASTER FOUR THINGS IN THE POST 

1. Get open where you can score—know range--- “The most open you will ever 

be is when you have the ball.” eliminate “Post Panic” 

2. Stay open and maintain space by sealing and setting the defense up, keep them 

active. Be willing to work for that extra 5% in the open court. 

3. Try to score as simply as possible, the best post move is the catch and score. 

“Score simply” instead of  “Simply score” 

4. Vision—With the passer---Vision with the ball—Help the ball maintain it 

vision. 

5. Don’t fight pressure with pressure but fight pressure with preparedness! Expose 

your post game to criticism from people you work with.  Also keep in mind 

passing takes the tension out of the game--  the pass and the receive---confidence 

to do both. 

5. Make free throws--- 

 

GETTING OPEN 

1. V-cut 

2. Transition from defense to offense--- need a post up in 4mseconds or less 

3. Stepping up the lane to create a passing lane. 

4. Step out—short corner on drive or up the lane if the drive occurs baseline 

Added --- On the V-cut, read the defense: if he is high start him higher and cut low: if 

he is low, start him low and cut high. 

 

SEALING 

First contact with the defender should happen from the waist down. 

 

Seal with your feet and initiate the foot fight.  Upper body seals will not work against 

the stronger player.  

 

To get open on the seal --- 

Step over and sit down on a leg 

Pin and spin 

Use the reverse pivot 

 



When sealing, try to make the defender take one step backwards. Good philosophy for 

defensive rebounding as well—when blocking out, try to make the offense take one 

step backward. 

 Sealing Teaching points— 

Check their backs 

Don’t lean, keep back straight 

Keep hands out in front 

“A Piece of the paint”  

“When you seal, get a piece of the paint – get at least one foot in the paint every time 

you seal. The ultimate seal is to get both feet in the paint. This leads to scoring 

simply.” 

Work on weak side flash—Start low and cut to the rim, cross over step and plant that 

foot and reverse pivot, at the same time seal and throw your hands for reception. 

 

A great way to simplify the term “Passing Angle” is to tell your players to get the ball 

in a position where you can see the numbers on the jersey. You must see those 

numbers on his jersey before you can pass the ball. Pass the ball away from the 

defense. 

 

Post player should be able to hold the seal for 3 to 5 seconds. 

Need to have a height advantage for lobs—also need to clear offense out. 

Make sure to lift the weak side on lob and post opportunities. 

 

SETTING UP FOR THE LOB 

The only time that you have control is by making contact 

Turn your chest to the baseline 

Be above the first marker 

Passer must pass to the corner of the backboard 

Receiver should have both hands above the shoulders 

Hold your contact at the hip until the ball is directly above your head, then release. 

‘The best position for the lob is when the ball is above the free throw line or up top—

it eliminates help.” 

“ The passer is the eyes of the receiver.”  

 

DEFENDING THE LOB 

Develop solid ball pressure---take some vision away from the ball 

Develop good help side—harder lobs mean quicker help 

Low post defender must do his part 

 

Low post player on the lob pass should take an explosion step backwards, pushing 

back into the offense and attempt to tip the ball away. 

 

PASS PREFERENCETO FEED THE POST 

1.Below his waist/or above his shoulders; 

2. No chest passes to the post; 

3. Air passes are quicker than bounce passes 



 “The best way to get a post player to keep his hands up is to pass at his face” 

 

SAFELY RECEIVING THE PASS 

1. Call for the ball(hands and mouth) 

2. Catch with eyes first, hands second and feet. 

3. Block and tuck( block with one and tuck with the other –use fingers  

4. Catch with feet in the air--- 

5. Chin the ball and become operational in the post. Be a threat 

Passing drills— 

One hand catches 

Two ball passing---use a tennis ball and a basketball 

Bad pass drill 

Back to passer “Name call Drill” 

2 on 1 passing—one in the post two distracting 

3 on 1 foot fire drill--- arm pads for physicality 

Things to keep in mind— 

Shoot the ball closer to the basket than where you received it 

If you catch the ball with one foot in the paint, don’t dribble 

If you catch the ball outside the lane, you get one power dribble 

Know your sweet spot for reception 

Your head should be lower than when you started on power moves 

Don’t dip on baseline spot ups, be ready for the pass 

Knees balanced is an important product to posting 

     Thigh and hip strength are the powerhouse to post play. 

 

BASIC LOW POST MOVES 

Sweet spot power up—“Go move” 

Drop step baseline 

Drop step middle 

Baseline banker 

Middle banker 

Fake banker rip through “Shoulder to hip” baseline 

Fake banker rip through “Shoulder to hip” middle 

Combinations with a dribble spin 

Jump hook—good for offense rebounding, lead with arm/chin/ball 12:00 release instead 

of 2:00 

Sky hook— 

Change in tempo in move, fast to slow, slow to fast 

Fade aways of a dribble spin 

Ball fakes—“Pause for poise” 

Use of both right foot and left foot as a pivot foot 

Crossover and jab and go’s 

Negative live foot 

Negative ball side 

Repost-Repost- 

 



RELOCATE 

Pass back out and push back in.  

When you catch the ball, commit to a half turn to help you read the defense. 

You always want contact on the seal and on the shot—if the defense leaves his feet, make 

sure there is contact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


